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We combine nanophotonics and cold atom research in a new
apparatus enabling the delivery of single-atom tweezer arrays
in the vicinity of photonic crystal waveguides. © 2020 Optical

Society of America under the terms of the OSAOpen Access Publishing

Agreement
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There are growing research communities whose goal is to create
new paradigms for strong quantum interactions of light and matter
by way of single atoms and photons in nanoscopic dielectric lattices
[1]. Nanophotonic structures offer the intriguing possibility to
control atom-photon interactions by engineering the proper-
ties of the medium through which they interact. By now, diverse
theoretical opportunities have emerged for atoms and photons
in one and two-dimensional nanophotonic lattices, including
novel quantum phases and chiral quantum optics [1,2]. By con-
trast, advances on an experimental front have been slower due to
difficulties in suitable nanophotonic device fabrication and the
integration of novel devices into the realm of ultracold atoms [3,4].
The significance of this multi-disciplinary research effort relates to
diverse applications in Quantum Information Science, including
the realization of complex quantum networks, the exploration of
quantum many-body physics with atoms and photons, and the
investigation of quantum metrology with integrated functionality
of nanophotonics and atoms.

In this Memorandum, we report the development of an
advanced apparatus that overcomes several significant barriers
to laboratory progress for cold atoms and nanophotonics. Figure 1
is a photograph of our “physics cell” that achieves the following
set of capabilities. (1) By way of silicate bonding [5], we stably
secure our Silicon chips to the inner walls of small fused silica cells,
thereby reducing the volume of the (bake-able) vacuum envelope
from∼ 1 liter [6,7] to∼ 5 cm3 with unprecedented optical access
and lifetime for trapped atoms (improved to ' 10 s from ' 0.1 s
[4]). This ultra-stable precision method [8] used in gravitational
wave detectors can be adapted to solve the practical challenge of
cold atoms integration with nano-photonics Silicon chips. (2) The
small size of the “physics cell” and its unencumbered optical access
allow commercially available long-working distance microscope
objectives with large numerical aperture (N.A∼ 0.4− 0.7) to be

configured around the cell for readily achieving single-atom trap-
ping and imaging, as in Fig. 2(b), atom transport through external
mechanical motion of the various objectives, as well as simulta-
neous coupling of free-space laser light into nano-waveguides.
(3) With the novel design of photonic crystal waveguides (PCWs)
based upon free-space coupling of light to/from our PCWs, we
have eliminated all optical fibers within the vacuum envelope,
achieved nano-waveguide coupling efficiency from free-space laser
light up to 80%, and increased the power handling capabilities
of the PCWs [from∼ 0.5 mW to∼ 10 mW, as in Fig. 2(c)]. The
latter extends roughly 20× beyond the failure power for our pre-
vious butt-coupled devices [6] and will enable longer lifetimes for
guided-mode traps by way of higher intensities required for larger
atomic detunings, including for magic-wavelength traps [9,10].
Inset of Fig. 2(c) shows an SEM image of the waveguide free-space
coupler. The Y-shape design reduces the dielectric polarizability
induced by the propagating light field.

In our apparatus, cold atoms enter the physics cell by freely
falling along y from a source chamber ∼ 0.5 m above the phys-
ics cell. Transverse confinement is provided by a blue-detuned
“donut” beam. In the physics cell atoms are stopped and cooled by

Fig. 1. Advanced apparatus that combines free-space optical coupling
to photonic crystal waveguides (PCWs) within the vacuum envelope of
an SiO2 cell (i.e., the red-ended “coupling objectives” CO1 and CO2) and
optical tweezers (i.e., the labelled “tweezer objectives” TO1 and TO2) that
have large numerical aperture. Inset: A Si chip with 16 PCWs is bonded to
a small SiO2 “table”, which is in turn mounted inside the SiO2 cell, with
an inner wall spacing of 1 cm. Cold atoms are delivered to the cell along
the vertical axis of the vacuum cell.
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Fig. 2. (a) (i) (I) Silicon chip containing the 16 PCWs suspended across a 2 mm× 7 mm window is silicate bonded to a polished optical table. (ii) The
central region of the SiN waveguide containing the PCW is illuminated by six tweezer spots. The PCW is constrained transversely along y by sets of teth-
ers at either side of the image. (b) (i) Zoomed in scattering of the six tweezer spots on the waveguide. The light from the tweezers is reflected from the PCW
and imaged through the tweezer objective. (ii) an SEM image of the PCW that reflects the tweezer light. Cyan ellipses indicate the separation of the tweezer
spots and approximate the confinement of an atom trapped with energy 0.5 mK (i.e., half the trap depth). (iii) Free-space atomic fluorescence from load-
ing of the six tweezer sites with a 1.26 µm beam waist for 150 experimental shots 3 mm away from the chip structure. (c) Power handling of the free-space
coupler [SEM inset (i)] used to launch guided mode light into the PCW with the 0.5 mW limit of previous devices shown [4,6].

polarization gradient cooling (PGC) to a volume of∼ 200 (µm)3

with temperature ' 20 µK. Next, individual Cesium atoms from
the PGC cloud are loaded into a linear array of optical tweezers
operated at a magic wavelength (936 nm) for Cs [9] deep in a
regime of “collisional blockade” [11]. This results in loading of
either 0 or 1 atom with approximately 50% probability into each
tweezer spot. Figure 2(b)(i) displays the reflection of multiple
tweezer spots off the PCW. An example of atoms loaded into
free-space tweezers far from the PCW is shown in Fig. 2(b)(iii).
The optical tweezers are formed by objective TO1 with NA= 0.4,
shown in Fig. 1. We measured focal spot waists within the evacu-
ated cell of w0 ' 1.26± 0.15 µm. Sub-micron waists have been
achieved with a higher numerical aperture objective (NA= 0.67).
To minimize the impact of light scattering from the chip during
trap loading, the tweezer array is loaded approximately 3 mm away
from the surface of the Silicon chip. Due to the relatively long trap
storage lifetime, transport of atoms trapped in the tweezer array to
near the surface of the Silicon chip along the PCW is accomplished
over a programmable interval 0.02 < 1t < 0.1 s by mounting
TO1 on a precision linear translation stage along z (model Physik
Instrumente V-522, with specified 20 nm unidirectional repeata-
bility). Figure 2(b)(ii) shows an SEM of the underlying alligator
photonic crystal waveguide (APCW) representing the target des-
tinations. Measurements that quantify the survival probability Ps

for tweezer-trapped atoms to be moved from the loading zone to
the PCW and back suggest Ps ∼ 0.9.

Our goal in this effort is to achieve strong quantum inter-
actions of light and matter by way of single atoms and photons in
nanoscopic dielectric lattices that are assembled deterministically
with arrays of single-atom tweezers to enable the exciting physics
described in Ref. [1]. This effort is in the spirit of recent worldwide
advances with free-space tweezer arrays [12,13]. Our effort adds
the difficulty of deterministic assembly of such atomic arrays near
the surfaces of 1-D and 2-D PCWs. The advances described in
this Memorandum address these issues, including for 2D PCWs
[14], as well as diverse other 1D PCWs (e.g., slot waveguides
implemented by defect lines in 2D PCWs).
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